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Preface
About This Documentation
These release notes describe changes in the GemStone/S version 6.6.2 release. We 
recommend that everyone migrating to this version read these release notes before 
beginning installation, testing or development. 

For information on installing or upgrading to this version of GemStone/S, please refer to 
the GemStone/S Installation Guide for version 6.6.2.

These documents are also available on the GemStone customer website, as described 
below.

Technical Support
GemStone’s Technical Support website provides a variety of resources to help you use 
GemStone products. 

Documentation for released versions of all GemStone products is provided in PDF form 
on this website: 

GemStone Web Site: http://support.gemstone.com
In addition to documentation, the GemStone support website provides:

Downloads and Patches, including past and current versions of GemBuilder for 
Smalltalk.

Bugnotes, identifying performance issues or error conditions that you may encounter 
when using a GemStone product.

TechTips, providing information and instructions that are not in the documentation.

Compatibility matrices, listing supported platforms for GemStone product versions.

This material is updated regularly; we recommend checking this site on a regular basis.
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Help Requests
You may need to contact Technical Support directly, if your questions are not answered in 
the documentation or by other material on the Technical Support site. 

Requests for technical assistance may be submitted online, by email, or by telephone. We 
recommend you use telephone contact only for more serious requests that require 
immediate evaluation, such as a production system down. The support website is the 
preferred way to contact Technical Support.

Website: http://techsupport.gemstone.com
Email: techsupport@gemstone.com
Telephone: (800) 243-4772 or (503) 533-3503
Your GemStone support agreement may identify specific designated contacts who are 
responsible for submitting all support requests to GemStone. If so, please submit your 
information through those individuals.

If you are reporting an emergency by telephone, select the option to transfer your call to 
the Technical Support administrator, who will take down your customer information and 
immediately contact an engineer. Non-emergency requests received by telephone will be 
placed in the normal support queue for evaluation and response.

When submitting a request, please include the following information:

Your name, company name, and GemStone server license number.

The versions of all related GemStone products, and of any other related products, 
such as client Smalltalk products.

The operating system and version you are using.

A description of the problem or request.

Exact error message(s) received, if any, including log files if appropriate.

Technical Support is available from 8am to 5pm Pacific Time, Monday through Friday, 
excluding GemStone holidays.

24x7 Emergency Technical Support
GemStone offers, at an additional charge, 24x7 emergency technical support. This support 
entitles customers to contact us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, for issues 
impacting a production system. For more details, contact your GemStone account 
manager.
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Chapter

1 GemStone/S 6.6.2 
Release Notes
Overview
GemStone/S 6.6.2 is a new version of the GemStone 32-bit Smalltalk object server, 
containing C-level memory barrier additions that address issues with AIX on POWER7. 
These issues technically also could affect Solaris on SPARC, but have no effect on 
operating systems running on Intel processors. In addition, several bugs are fixed in this 
release. We recommend everyone using GemStone/S upgrade to this new version. 

These release notes provide changes between the previous version of GemStone/S, 
version 6.6.1, and version 6.6.2. If you are upgrading from a version prior to 6.6.1, please 
also review the release notes for each intermediate release to see the full set of changes. 

For details about installing GemStone/S 6.6.2 or upgrading from earlier versions of 
GemStone/S, see the GemStone/S Installation Guide for version 6.6.2 for the appropriate 
platform. 

Supported Platforms and GBS Versions
Platforms

GemStone/S version 6.6.2 is supported on the following platforms:

Solaris 8, 9 and 10 on SPARC
AIX 5.3, 6.1, and 7.1
Red Hat Linux ES 5.0, 5.5, and 6.1
Windows XP, Windows 2003, Windows 7, and Windows 2008 R2

For more information and detailed requirements for each supported platforms, please 
refer to the GemStone/S Installation Guide v6.6.2 for that platform.
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GBS version summary
The following versions of GBS are supported with GemStone/S version 6.6.2, with the 
following client Smalltalk and platforms versions.

GBS version 7.4

VisualWorks 7.8.1 VisualWorks 7.8 VisualWorks 7.7.1

.1

GBS version 7.3.3

VisualWorks 7.7.1 VisualWorks 7.7

GBS version 5.2.7 

VA Smalltalk 8.0.2 VA Smalltalk 7.5.2

For more information and details, see the GemBuilder for Smalltalk Installation Guide for that 
version. This information, and instructions for upgrading client libraries for GBS, are in 
the GemStone/S Installation Guide v6.6.2, chapter 3.

Windows XP, Windows 
7, and Windows 2008 R2
Solaris 9 and 10 on 
SPARC
RedHat Linux ES 5.0, 5.5, 
and 6.1

Windows XP, Windows 
7, and Windows 2008 R2
Solaris 9 and 10 on 
SPARC
RedHat Linux ES 5.0, 5.5, 
and 6.1

Windows XP and 
Windows 7
Solaris 9 and 10 on 
SPARC
RedHat Linux ES 5.0 and 
5.5

Windows XP and Windows 7
Solaris 9 and 10 on SPARC
RedHat Linux ES 5.0 and 5.5

Windows XP and Windows 7
Solaris 9 and 10 on SPARC
Red Hat Linux ES 5.0

Windows XP, Windows 7, and 
Windows 2008 R2

Windows XP
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Changes in this release 
Support for AIX on POWER7 

The POWER7 chip provides more aggressive prefetch of data and instructions.  
This required additional memory barriers on atomic updates within GemStone,  
to avoid the risk of coherency and audit problems. 

Previous versions of GemStone were not certified on POWER7. These earlier versions 
could encountered cache coherency and corruption problems when running with 
production loads on POWER7 systems. (#42090)

New compilers and compile information for AIX
This version of GemStone/S has been created using updated compilers. If you compile 
user actions or GCI applications, you will need to modify your compiler and make 
process.

Compiler: IBM XL C/C++ for AIX, V11.1

Debugger: dbx

Compilation command line for user action or GCI application:

/usr/vacpp/bin/xlC_r -O3 -qstrict -qalias=noansi -+ -q32  
-qlonglong -qarch=pwr5 -qtune=balanced -D_REENTRANT -qnoeh  
-qpic -D_BSD=44 -qlanglvl=extended -qalias=noansi  
-qsuppress=1540-216 -qsuppress=1540-1090 -D_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE 
-qthreaded   -I/usr/vacpp/include -I$GEMSTONE/include  
-c usercode.c -o usercode.o

Link command line for user action:

/usr/vacpp/bin/xlC_r -G -q32 usercode.o $GEMSTONE/lib/gciualib.o 
-o libusercode.so -e GciUserActionLibraryMain  -L/usr/lib/threads 
-lpthreads -lm -lc_r -ldl -lbsd -Wl,-bh:0

Link command line for GCI application:

/usr/vacpp/bin/xlC_r -Wl,-bmaxdata:0xD0000000/dsa,-bh:0 
usercode.o $GEMSTONE/lib/gcirtlobj.o  -Wl,-brtllib  
-L/usr/lib/threads -lpthreads -lm -lc_r -ldl -lbsd -Wl,-bh:0  
-o userapp 

Multithreaded MFC crash when extents on raw partitions
If extents are on raw partitions, running the multithreaded MFC (introduced in v6.6) 
was likely to crash. If STN_HALT_ON_FATAL_ERR was set to true, the stone would 
also be brought down; but otherwise there was no risk of corruption or any other 
persistent problem.(#42119)
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SIGSEGV when DB approaches OOP limit
When OOP usage approaches the 1B OOP limit, running out of non-persistent oops 
causes gems to crash. When approaching the limit on committed OOPs, warnings are 
printed to the stone log. However, if many sessions are logged in, they may be using 
sufficient temporary OOPs to exceed available capacity without triggering the limits for 
committed OOPS. (#42111)

Added cache statistics
To improve tracking of OOPs as systems approach the limit, the following cache statistics 
have been added:

FreeTempOopCount (Stone) 
Total number of available OOPs that have not been allocated to any session and 
have not been committed.

decreases when gems request free oops
increases when dead objects are reclaimed.
increases when gems logout or return unused oops.
does NOT change when gem commits new persistent objects.
does NOT change when the OOP HW mark increases

FreePersistentOopCount (Stone) 
Total number of available OOPs that have not been committed.

does NOT change when gems request free oops
increases when dead objects are reclaimed.
does NOT change when gems logout or return unused oops.
decreases when gem commits new persistent objects.
does NOT change when the OOP HW mark increases

Distribution change for client libraries
Since distributions are provided for all platforms, it is no longer necessarily to use 
clientFiles.zip to access client libraries. clientFiles.zip will no longer be distributed; the 
client libraries are provided with the GemStone/S installation for each platform. You 
should download the GemStone/S installation for your client platforms as well as your 
server platform.

The Installation Guide instructions have been updated with the new process.
10 VMware, Inc. February 2012
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